Author’s Note: This index will help you locate strategies based on key words, but will be of minimal utility when searching for specific strategies aligned to text type or genre since most strategies will work with a very broad range of texts. Refer to pages 17-19 of the Getting Started chapter for more general information, and the “What Texts Might Students Use When Practicing Strategies in This Chapter?” boxes at the start of Chapters 1-13 for goal-specific advice.

Accessibility of texts, evaluating, 20
Accountable talk, 395. See also being accountable skill
Accuracy goal
deciding if right for a student, 95
importance, 92
and orthographic mapping, 94
reading materials for, 96
skill progression, 97
skills associated with, 94
strategies
Apply Phonics and Word Study to Book Reading, 110
Ask: Where Do I Put the Stress? 122
Check In with Yourself, Reread, Fix Up, 107
Check the Beginning, Middle, and End, 100
Choose a Way to Blend, 101
Clip the Consonants, 102
Combine Word Syllables Across a Line Break, 123
Come Up with a Plan, 123
Cover and Slide, 118
Fix It by Checking Each Letter, 105
Fix It by Tracking Word by Word, 106
If You Slowed to Decode, Go Back over the Road, 108
Keep Your Eyes on the Words, 99
Remember: Be Flexible with Vowels, 113
Remember: Consonant Pairs That Make One Sound, 112
Remember: Look for Two or Three Vowels Together, 116
Remember: Recognize Common Letter Sequences, 117
Remember: Try a Schwa, 115
Remember: Watch Out for Vowel Influencers, 114
Say Each Sound Once, 103
Say the Sound, Not the Name, 104
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Meaning Chunks, 121
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Syllables, 120
Whoa, Slow, Go, 109
Write It, Read It, 119
Acting/role-playing, 155, 209
Actionable/instructive feedback, 22
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136
Act It Out to Storytell It, 46
Activating prior knowledge skill and analogies, 307
during book talk, 401
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Themes goal, 234
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
and curriculum, 28
and engagement, 59
Identifying and addressing, 193
identifying knowledge gaps, 193
importance for comprehension, 194
learning about setting, 171
photographs as, 330
and primary sources, 348
recognizing literary traditions, 198
sources for, 195
Strategies
Add Text Clues and Background Knowledge to Get Ideas, 213
Analyze Historical Contexts, 195
Be Alert for Word Choice, 384
Build Knowledge with a Text Set, 309
Check Yourself, 303
Connect Texts to Texts to Find Lessons, 246
Consider Characters as Allegorical Figures, 231
Consider Literary Traditions to Compare and Contrast Plots, 198
Consider Topic-Specific Meanings, 367
Draw from Your Symbol Bank, 261
Find Different Lessons Within a Series, 247
Form Genre-Based Expectations of the Plot, 177
Get Focused with Questions Before You Read, 87
Get Help from Cognates, 374
Give Advice to the Character, 240
Identify Archetypes, 230
Insert a Synonym, 365
Jot, Follow, Fit, 396
Let the Blurb Help You, 174
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look for Word Part Clues: Roots and Bases, 373
Looking for Symbolism in Settings, 262
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Mine Your Memory, 364
strategies, continued
Monitor for Sound-Alikes, 363
Move from What You Know to What's New, 302
Predict the Plot in a Series Book, 176
Preview, Then Predict, 175
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
Say Back What You Heard, 394
Say It Out Loud, 362
Think About How the Character Is Feeling, 211
Type of Figurative Knowledge, 382
Use Basic Story Archetypes to Think About Plot, 197
Use Individual Words to Figure Out Compound Words, 371
understanding plot and setting, 159
using text sets for, 309
using when previewing texts, 175
when creating comparisons, 314
active listening skill
body language, 393
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Listen and Connect, 395
Listen for Key Ideas, 402
Show You're Listening, 393
Take Turns Without Raising Hands, 398
active self-regulation, components, 9
Active View of Reading (Duke & Cartwright), 9–10
Adams, M., 53
Add Text Clues and Background Knowledge to Get Ideas, 213
Add Up Details to Determine Main Idea, 283
aesthetics, and emotionally connecting with texts, 259
Africa, Amazing Africa: Country by Country (Atinuke)
comparisons in, 314
table of contents, 335
uncaptioned photographs, 331
After the Fall (Santat)
crafting a theory about, 225
Humpty's character change in, 242
summarizing important ideas, 187
titles, 252
agreement/similarity, 428
“aha moments,” 244
Ajmera, M. See Every Breath We Take: A Book About Air (Ajmera & Browning)
alignment, mentor texts, 20
allergy, 231, 262
All Thirteen (Soontornvat)
comparing and contrasting images in, 350
important vs. interesting details, 311
as a primary source, 348
text features, purpose of, 351
the alphabet. See letter-sound knowledge skill
alphabet books, 35
American Born Chinese (Yang), 168
analogy
and decoding word meanings, 92
recognizing, 307
using for decoding, 110
Analyze Author Choices: Point of View and Perspective, 229
Analyze Character Relationships, 228
Analyze the Development of an Idea with Details, 317
Analyze the Development of Theme, 263
Analyze Historical Contexts, 195
Analyze Satire, 265
analyzing skill
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
and the Comprehending Themes goal, 234
Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 268
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
strategies
Analyze Author Choices: Point of View and Perspective, 229
Analyze Satire, 265
Analyze the Development of an Idea with Details, 317
Analyze the Development of Theme, 263
Ask: Why a Text Feature? 351
Be Alert for Word Choice, 384
Categorize to Compare, 314
Compare and Combine Main Ideas Across Texts, 292
Compare and Contrast with Images, 350
Compare Characters, 219
Connect Texts to Analyze Theme, 264
Connect Texts to Texts to Find Lessons, 246
Consider Characters as Allegorical Figures, 231
Consider Characters’ Identities for Different Perspectives on Themes, 258
Consider Cohesion and Conjunctions, 370
Consider Conflicting Motivations, 223
Considering Sentence Length, 348
Consider Sentence Structure, 369
Consider Shifting Structures, 289
Consider Structure: Cause and Effect, 287
Consider Structure: Compare and Contrast, 288
Consider Structure: Problem/Solution, 286
Consider Structure to Find Main Idea(s), 285
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
Draw from Your Symbol Bank, 261
Find Contradictions, 315
Find Different Themes in Different Plotlines, 257
Get Help from Cognates, 374
Identify Archetypes, 230
Identify Social Issues, 253
Look for Word Part Clues: Roots and Bases, 373
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Notice the What and How of Information, 290
Research and Recognize the Author's Authority and Bias, 291
See More Than One Side, 220
Summarize with Explanations, 316
strategies, continued
Use Individual Words to Figure Out Compound Words, 371
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 366
Type of Figurative Knowledge, 382
when decoding multisyllabic words, 120
anchor charts, 24
Anderson, R. C., 381
Anderson, T. H., 339
Animal Farm (Orwell), allegorical figures in, 231
annotating skill
annotated summaries, 187
strategies
Consider If an Idea Is Worth Writing Down, 421
Hold On to a Thought with a Symbol, 418
Writing About Reading goal, 415
Apply Phonics and Word Study to Book Reading, 110
"April Rain Song" (Hughes), 156
archetypes, 230
Arlon, P. See Penguins (Arlon & Gordon-Harris)
Armbruster, B. A., 339
Art of Protest: Creating, Discovering, and Activating Art for Your Revolution (Nichols)
cause and effect structure, 287
example conversation, 399
following procedures in, 313
main ideas in conclusion of, 276
monitoring for clicks or clunks, 304
sketching ideas in, 282
timelines in, 344
Ask: How Do I Know? 310
Ask Power Questions, 406
Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
Ask Questions as You Read, 88
Ask: Where Do I Put the Stress? 122
Ask: Why a Text Feature? 351
assessing
comprehending characters, 202–3
conversation skills, 388–89
engagement and motivation, 60
knowledge of text features, 319
vocabulary and knowledge of figurative language, 357
assessments. See also specific goals
ability to understand details, 296
of accuracy skills, 95
comprehending topics and main idea(s), 268–69
comprehension of plot and setting, 160
comprehension of themes, 234–36
fluency strengths and needs, 128–29
print concepts, 36
writing about reading, 416
asterisks, 168
Atinuke. See Africa, Amazing Africa: Country by Country (Atinuke)
Attend to Extra Information:
Parentheses and Em Dashes, 147
attentional focus skill
and engagement, 59
strategies
Ask Questions as You Read, 88
Choose Your Reading Environment, 78
Consider Mind over Matter, 81
Get Focused with Questions Before You Read, 87
Look Ahead, Take Breaks, 80
Plan Goal-Focused Stopping Places, 75
Prepare to Purposefully Pause, 76
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
Read with a Purpose in Mind, 73
Reread and Jump Back In, 83
Retelling and Jump Back, 82
Vary the Length, Type, or Difficulty of Texts, 79
Visualize to Focus, 89
attention-related disabilities, 83
auditory feedback, 137
authors
author’s notes, 194
intention of, 152
and making readers experience emotions, 227
understanding authority and biases of, 291
voice of, 278
B
back covers, blurbs on, 174
background knowledge. See activating prior knowledge skill
backstories, 188
Back Up, Revise, 51
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 215
balancing conversation skill
Conversation goal, 387
Invite Quieter Voices, 405
Bardoe, C. See Bei Goes Home: A Panda Story (Bardoe)
Barone, D., 429
base words, 373
Be Alert to Bold Words, 332
Be Alert to Word Choice, 384
Be Aware When a Character Is Unaware, 227
Beck, Isabel, 101, 378
Beck, M. E., 101
Beers, K., 245
beginning readers
decoding by analogy, 110
letter-sound matching, 111
Phonic and Phonological Awareness Curriculum, 27
skipping letters, 100
speech bubbles/thought clouds, 210
Bei Goes Home: A Panda Story (Bardoe)
identifying main idea(s), 279
new knowledge in, 302
photographs, illustrations, 329
being accountable skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Bring On the Debate, 413
Challenge Ideas, 411
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407
Jot, Follow, Fit, 396
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 401
Listen and Connect, 395
Say Back What You Heard, 394
Try an Idea on for Size, 410
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
Being the Change (Ahmed), 66, 83
For a Better World: Reading and Writing for Social Action (Bomer & Bomer), 255
Index

Be Word Conscious and Curious, 361
Be Your Own Director with Plays and Scripts, 155
bibliotherapy, 240
big ideas. See main idea(s)
biography
as a genre, 177
and understanding plot and setting, 161
The Birchbark House (Erdich), using context to understand vocabulary, 381
Blachowicz, Camille, 355
blending skill
and accuracy, 94
strategies
Check the Beginning, Middle, and End, 100
Choose a Way to Blend, 101
Clip the Consonants, 102
Combine Word Syllables Across a Line Break, 123
Come Up with a Plan, 123
Cover and Slide, 118
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 99
Say Each Sound Once, 103
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Meaning Chunks, 121
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Syllables, 120
Write It, Read It, 119
successive/cumulative blending, 118
Bloume, D., 264
blurs
on the back cover, 85
and choosing books to read, 248
as a guide to themes, 248
types of information in, 174
Bluth, G. J., 289
body language skill
active listening, 393
eye contact, 398
facial expressions, 212
bolded text, 148, 332–33
#BookTok, 69
book awareness and print concepts skills components, 34
Find the Parts (with a Partner), 40
Go Left to Right, Top to Bottom, 39
book choice skill
and balancing interest and readability, 71
book reviews, 69
and engagement/motivation, 59
seeking recommendations, 68
strategies
Check the Book's Readability, 71
Consider Aspects of Your Identity to Help You Choose, 66
Find Your Next Great Read, 65
If It's Not Working, Let It Go, 72
Make Reading Resolutions, 74
Read a Review to Help You Choose, 69
Sample the Book, Then Decide, 70
Seek Out Recommendations from Readers You Trust, 68
book clubs, planning for participation, 403
book reviews, sources, 69
book talk. See Conversation goal
The Book Whisperer: Awakening the Inner Reader in Every Child (Miller), 67
Bower, G. H., 193
Brandt, D. M., 289
breaks, value of, 80
Bridge, C., 283
bridging process, components, 9
brief feedback, 22
Bring On the Debate, 413
Bring Pictures to Life, 328
Britt, M. A., 317
Brown, A. L., 284
Brownell, C. J., 253
Browning, D. See Every Breath We Take: A Book About Air (Ajmera & Browning)
Bud, Not Buddy (Curtis), historical context, 195
building knowledge skill
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
strategies
Build Knowledge with a Text Set, 309
Continue Your Reading After the End, 349
Learn More About the Setting, 171
Listen or Watch to Learn, 379
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Monitor for Clicks and Clunks, 304
Phone a Friend, 377
Preview Important Words, 333
Read Up a Ladder, 378
Use a Reference and Explain It, 375
Use Notes and Features to Prime and Deepen Knowledge, 194
Use Text Features to Learn New Words, 334
and understanding plot and setting, 159
Build Knowledge with a Text Set, 309
Caldwell, E. C., 117
Can We Save the Tiger? (Jenkins)
compare and contrast structure, 288
elementary power questions, 406
voicing call to action in, 154
capital letters, 148
Caption It! 331
captions, 330–31. See also Comprehending Text Features goal
Carston, R., 383
Cartwright, K. B., 9, 73
Categorize to Compare, 314
causal inference schema, 225
cause and effect text structure characteristics, 285, 287
identifying causal networks, 185
cause/purpose, 428
Cervetti, G. M. X., 379
Challenge Ideas, 411
chapter books
early, for Fluency goal, 128
early, sentence length, 142
problem solving in, 186
transitional words, 176
understanding structure, 172, 180
chapter titles, 173
characters
admir ing, 241
with challenges, learning from, 243
changes by, learning from, 242
com paring, 219
developing theories about, 225
feelings of, 153, 217
finding themes by focusing on, 251
g giv ing advice to, 240
identifying lessons learned, 246
impacts of setting on, 262
interconnections among, 426
internal thinking vs. external actions, 215, 226
lack of awareness, identifying, 227
looking for patterns of traits, 216
main and secondary interactions, 224
moments of reflection, 244
mot ivations of, empathizing with, 218
as narrators, 208
noticing unusual behaviors, 221
reading text in quotation marks, 4
revising original view of, 222
social issues faced by, 253
social vs. personal issues, 253
what they say and how they say it, 214
wise, as teachers, 245

character story event maps, 228
Chart for Multiple Perspectives (CHAMP), 215
charts. See also Comprehending Text Features goal
anchor charts, 24
archetypes, 230
Chart for Multiple Perspectives (CHAMP), 215
flow charts, 341
“How Are They Feeling” chart, 212
key details in, 343
studying, 343
Check In with Yourself, Reread, Fix Up, 107
Check the Beginning, Middle, and End, 100
Check the Book’s Readability, 71
Check Yourself, 303
choice time, story play during, 46, 209
Choose a Way to Blend, 101
Choose from Your Talk Menu, 400
Choose Your Reading Environment, 78
chunking information, 281
chunking words, and commas, 146
civic online reasoning, 291
classrooms
libraries, 136
power dynamics and conversations, 409
c limate change. See environmental issues
c limate change, text set for, 309

The Common Core Lesson Book, K-5: Working with Increasingly Complex Literature, Informational Text, and Foundational Reading Skills (Owocki), 219

Common Core State Standards for ELA, 10
c ommunicative competence, 393
c omparative analysis, 264
c ompare-and-contrast text structure characteristics, 285, 288
creating categories for, 314
strategies
Compare and Combine Main Ideas Across Texts, 292
Compare and Contrast with Images, 350
Compare Characters, 219
comparisons, 307-8, 314
compliments, 24

Composing with Pictures goal, strategies
Consider Characters as Allegorical Figures, 231
Finding Complexity During Conflict(s), 222

compound words, 371

Comprehending Characters goal
deciding if right for a student, 202-3
importance, 200-1
reading materials for, 204
skill progression, 205
skills associated with, 201
strategies
Add Text Clues and Background Knowledge to Get Ideas, 213
Analyze Author Choices: Point of View and Perspective, 229
Analyze Character Relationships, 228
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 215
Be Aware When a Character Is Unaware, 227
Compare Characters, 219
Consider Conflicting Motivations, 223
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
Empathize to Understand Motivations, 218
Identify Archetypes, 230
Identify Characters Using Pictures and Names, 207
Identify Who’s Telling the Story, 208
Look Across Notes to Develop Theories, 225
strategies, continued
Look for a Pattern, 216
Notice Interactions to Infer, 224
Notice When a Character Acts Out of Character, 221
Put On the Character’s Face, 212
Role-Play to Understand Characters, 209
Say What’s in the Bubble, 210
See More Than One Side, 220
Study Talk and Actions as Windows into Traits and Feelings, 214
Think About How the Character Is Feeling, 211
Track Feelings as They Change, 217

Comprehending Key Details goal
deciding if right for a student, 296
importance, 294–95
reading materials for, 297
skill progression, 299
skills associated with, 295
strategies
Analyze the Development of an Idea with Details, 317
Ask: How Do I Know? 310
Build Knowledge with a Text Set, 309
Categorize to Compare, 314
Check Yourself, 303
Distinguish Important from Interesting, 311
Find Contradictions, 315
Follow the Details in Procedures and Lists, 313
Frame Your Reading with a Question, 312
Look for Analogies, 307
Look for Comparatives and Superlatives, 308
Monitor for Clicks and Clunks, 305
Move from What You Know to What’s New, 302
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 305
Read with a Sense of “Wow,” 301
Slow Down for Numbers, 306
Summarize with Explanations, 316

Comprehending Plot and Setting goal
deciding if right for a student, 160
importance, 158–59
plotlines, 257
reading materials that support, 161
skill progression, 163
skills associated with, 159
strategies
Analyze Historical Contexts, 195
Consider How the Setting Impacts the Character, 192
Consider Levels of Setting: Micro-, Meso-, Macroenvironment Systems, 196
Consider Literary Traditions to Compare and Contrast Plots, 198
Consider the Importance of Setting to the Plot, 191
Find the Problem by Focusing on Reactions, 179
Flag Flashback(s) and/or Backstory, 188
Follow the Story’s Ups and Downs, 190
Form Genre-Based Expectations of the Plot, 177
Identify Internal and External Problems, 184
Know the Book’s Structure: One Story or Multiple Episodes?, 172
Learn More About the Setting, 171
Let the Blurb Help You, 174
Map It, 169
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Notice If Problems Are Solved or Resolved, 186
Predict the Plot in a Series Book, 176
Preview, Then Predict, 175
Record Each Chapter’s Main Event, 183
Say What’s Most Essential, 166
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 181
Summarize What’s Most Important, 187
Summarize with “Uh-oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew!” 180
Tap into Title Power, 173
Think: Where Am I?, 168
Think: Who’s Speaking? 167
Touch, Look, Retell, 165
Track the Problems as They Snowball, 185
Use Basic Story Archetypes to Think About Plot, 197
Use Notes and Features to Prime and Deepen Knowledge, 194
Use Story Elements to Identify Problem(s), 178
Use Two (or More!) Plot Mountains, 189
Use Your Senses, 170

Comprehending Text Features goal
deciding if right for a student, 319
importance, 318–19
skill progression, 323
skills associated with, 319
strategies
Ask: Why a Text Feature? 351
Be Alert to Bold Words, 332
Bring Pictures to Life, 328
Caption It! 331
Compare and Contrast with Images, 350
Consider Sentence Length, 348
Consider Sidebars as Sections, 342
Continue Your Reading After the End, 349
Cover Up Then Zoom In, 329
Crack Open Crafty Headings, 339
Explore Maps, 340
Find Just the Information You Need, 337
Fit the Features and the Text Together, 352
Get a Heads Up with Headings, 338
Get More from Photographs, 330
Go with the Flow(Chart), 341
Preview Important Words, 333
Preview with the Table of Contents, 335
REview with the Table of Contents, 336
Scan and Plan, 325
strategies, *continued*

Scan Before You Turn, 326
Study Charts and Tables, 343
Study What Diagrams Show and Tell, 347
Summarize Information in Graphs, 345
Take Time with Timelines, 344
Turn the 2D into 3D, 327
Use Context to Understand Fact Lists, 346
Use Text Features to Learn New Words, 334

Comprehending Themes goal

deciding if right for a student, 234–36
importance, 232–33
reading materials for, 236
skill progression, 237
skills associated with, 234
strategies, 262
Analyze Satire, 265
Analyze the Development of Theme, 263
Connect Texts to Analyze Theme, 264
Connect Texts to Texts to Find Lessons, 246
Consider Characters’ Identities for Different Perspectives on Themes, 258
Consider Last Words, 256
Distinguish Between Plot Events and Theme(s), 250
Draw from Your Symbol Bank, 261
Find a Story’s Theme(s) by Focusing on Character, 251
Find Different Lessons Within a Series, 247
Find Different Themes in Different Plotlines, 257
Find Theme Hints in Blurbs, 248
Find Theme Hints in Titles, 252
Give Advice to the Character, 240
Identify Social Issues, 253
Label a Theme (as a Concept/Idea), 249
Learn from Character Changes, 242
Look Up to Characters, 241
Notice How Characters Respond, 243
Notice When Wise Characters Teach, 245
Pay Attention to “Aha Moments,” 244
React to What’s Unfair, 259
Recognize Objects as Symbols, 260
Say More, 254
Say More About Social Issues, and Take Action, 255
Think About the Moral of the Story, 239
what is a theme? 233

Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal

deciding if right for a student, 268–69
importance, 266–67
reading materials that support, 270
skill progression, 271
skills associated with, 268
strategies, 276
Add Up Details to Determine Main Idea, 283
Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
Clue In to Topic Sentences, 277
Compare and Combine Main Ideas Across Texts, 292
Consider Shifting Structures, 289
Consider Structure: Cause and Effect, 287
Consider Structure: Compare and Contrast, 288
Consider Structure: Problem/Solution, 286
Consider Structure to Find Main Idea(s), 285
Identify Subtopics, 273
Look for Main Ideas in the Introduction, 275
Name the *What* and *So What*, 278
Notice the *What* and *How of Information*, 290
Notice What Repeats, 274
Paraphrase Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 281
Research and Recognize the Author’s Authority and Bias, 291
Shrink-a-Text, 284
Sketch Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 282
Survey the Text, 280

Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal

deciding if right for a student, 357
importance, 354–55
reading materials for, 358
skill progression, 359
skills associated with, 356
strategies

Be Alert for Word Choice, 384
Be Word Conscious and Curious, 361
Consider Cohesion and Conjunctions, 370
Consider Sentence Structure, 369
Consider the Type of Figurative Knowledge, 382
Consider Topic-Specific Meanings, 367
Get Help from Cognates, 374
Insert a Synonym, 365
Listen or Watch to Learn, 379
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look for Word Part Clues: Roots and Bases, 373
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Look to See If It’s Right There in the Sentence! 368
Mine Your Memory, 364
Monitor for Sound-Alikes, 363
Phone a Friend, 377
Picture It, 383
Read Up a Ladder, 378
Say It Out Loud, 362
Stick to Your Story, 381
Use Individual Words to Figure Out Compound Words, 371
Use Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 380
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 366
tier 2/3 vocabulary, 378

comprehension

and activating prior knowledge, 85
and auditory feedback, 137
and background knowledge, 302
boldface words, 333
and Collaborative Strategic Reading, 304
comprehension, continued
as a combination of word recognition and language comprehension, 8
and conversations about texts, 399
fiction, 158–59
and genre, 17
and identifying meaningful phrases, 142
impact of visual elements on, 350
importance of background knowledge, 194
importance of fluency, 126–27
informational texts, 281, 285
interrelationship with building knowledge, 379
and mindless reading, 82
monitoring using Read, Cover, Remember, Retell strategy, 305
new vocabulary words, 334
and note taking, 420
and oral reading, 90
and previewing text using table of contents, 335
and rereading, 83
rhythm and, 143
and self-questioning, 279
and setting reading goals, 74
and skipping words or text, 106
and switching between reading materials, 79
and time constraints, 77
and topic-specific language, 368
TWA intervention, 301
and understanding shifting text structures, 289
value of prior knowledge, 48
the value of text sets, 309
and vocabulary knowledge, 355
Comprehension from the Ground Up: Simplified, Sensible Instruction for the K–3 Reading Workshop (Taberski), 140, 153
Comprehension Through Conversation: The Power of Purposeful Talk in the Reading Workshop (Nichols), 407
comprehensive literacy approach, 27
concept books, 19, 35, 48
Concepts About Print assessment, 34
conceptual diagrams, 426

Consider the Importance of Setting to the Plot, 191
Consider the Other Hand, 412
Consider the Type of Figurative Knowledge, 382
Consider Topic-Specific Meanings, 367
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
consonants
decoding different sounds, 111
decoding digraphs, 112
digraphs, 112
constructive controversy, 411
content charts, 26
content studies, 4
context
and accurate reading, 92
conjunctions, 370
inferring meaning from, 149
and punctuation, 146
understanding mood, 380
and understanding synonyms, 365
using to identify unfamiliar words, 122
and vocabulary development, 381
and vocabulary knowledge, 367, 369
Continue Your Reading After the End, 349
contradictions, finding, 315
conversation game, 404
Conversation goal
deciding if right for a student, 388
importance, 386
shared conversations, and identifying important ideas, 421
skill progression, 391
skills associated with, 387
as spur to writing, 429
strategies
Ask Power Questions, 406
Bring On the Debate, 413
Challenge Ideas, 411
Choose from Your Talk Menu, 400
Come Prepared to Talk, 399
Consider the Other Hand, 412
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407
Invite Quieter Voices, 405
Jot, Follow, Fit, 396
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 401
Listen and Connect, 395
strategies, continued
Listen for Key Ideas, 402
Move on to a New Idea, 408
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
Reflect and Set Goals for Conversation, 403
Say Back What You Heard, 394
Show You’re Listening, 393
Take Risks with Maybe, 409
Take Turns Without Raising Hands, 398
Try an Idea on for Size, 410
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
tone of voice, 398
Cover and Slide, 118
Cover Up Then Zoom In, 329
Crack Open Crafty Headings, 339
Craft, J. See New Kid (Craft)
Crawford, M., 407
critical literacies, 253
Culpeper, J., 215
cultural backgrounds
and archetypes, 230
and choosing mentor texts, 20
cultural and content knowledge, 9
and cultural knowledge, 28, 175
and language comprehension, 9
and misunderstandings, 393
and understanding context, 197, 229, 230
Cunningham, J. W., 256
A Curriculum Aligned to Your Grade-Level Standards for Literacy, 30
curriculum design
additional strategies, 30
A Curriculum Aligned to Your Grade-Level Standards for Literacy, 30
example, 21–22
A Library Filled with Books and Protected Time for Children to Read, 29
Phonic and Phonological Awareness Curriculum, 27
Rich Content Curriculum and Purposeful Knowledge-Building Opportunities, 28
Curtis, Christopher Paul. See Bud, Not Buddy (Curtis)
Curwood, J. S., 258

D
Davis, Z. T., 190
Day, J. D., 284
debating skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Bring On the Debate, 413
Challenge Ideas, 411
Consider the Other Hand, 412
structured interactions, 413
declarative knowledge, 76
decoding skill
and accuracy, 94
attending to each letter in a word, 119
auditory elements, 137
knowing sounds vs. names of letters, 104
learning flexibility, 116
letter sequences, 117
slowing down, 107, 118–19
slowing down for, 108
strategies
Apply Phonics and Word Study to Book Reading, 110
Ask: Where Do I Put the Stress? 122
Check In with Yourself, Reread, Fix Up, 107
Check the Beginning, Middle, and End, 100
Clip the Consonants, 102
Come Up with a Plan, 123
Cover and Slide, 118
Fix It by Checking Each Letter, 105
If You Slowed to Decode, Go Back over the Road, 108
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 99
Remember: Be Flexible with Vowels, 113
Remember: Consonant Pairs That Make One Sound, 112
Remember: Look for Two or Three Vowels Together, 116
Remember: Recognize Common Letter Sequences, 117
Remember: Try a Different Consonant Sound, 111
Remember: Try a Schwa, 115
Remember: Watch Out for Vowel Influencers, 114
Say Each Sound Once, 103
Say the Sound, Not the Name, 104
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Meaning Chunks, 121
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Syllables, 120
Write It, Read It, 119
successive blending, 118
unfamiliar words, 118–19, 122–23, 362
using analogy, 110
Denton, C. A., 281
description text structure, 285
Deshler, D. D., 281
details, key
assessing understanding of, 296
in charts and tables, 343
important vs. interesting details, 311
supplementary details vs., 295
using charts to identify, 341
using maps to identify, 340
using table of contents to remember, 336
determining importance skill. See also importance, determining
connecting information, 52
for emergent readers, 34
paying attention, 43, 48–49
paying attention to, 41
showing expertise, 47
strategies
Add Text Clues and Background Knowledge to Get Ideas, 213
Add Up Details to Determine Main Idea, 283
Analyze Satire, 265
Analyze the Development of an Idea with Details, 317
Ask: How Do I Know? 310
Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
Back Up Ideas About Characters with Evidence, 215
Caption It! 331
Categorize to Compare, 314
Clue In to Topic Sentences, 277
Compare Characters, 219

Index
strategies, continued
Consider Characters’ Identities for Different Perspectives on Themes, 258
Consider Conflicting Motivations, 223
Consider If an Idea Is Worth Writing Down, 421
Considering Sentence Length, 348
Consider Levels of Setting: Micro-, Meso-, Macroenvironment Systems, 196
Consider Side, 342
Consider the Importance of Setting to the Plot, 191
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
Cover Up Then Zoom In, 329
Crack Open Crafty Headings, 339
Distinguish Between Plot Events and Theme(s), 250
Distinguish Important from Interesting, 311
Explore Maps, 340
Find a Story’s Theme(s) by Focusing on Character, 251
Find Different Themes in Different Plotlines, 257
Finding Complexity During Conflict(s), 222
Find Just the Information You Need, 337
Find Theme Hints in Blurs, 248
Find Theme Hints in Titles, 252
Find the Problem by Focusing on Reactions, 179
Flag Flashback(s) and/or Backstory, 188
Follow the Details in Procedures and Lists, 313
Follow the Story’s Ups and Downs, 190
Frame Your Reading with a Question, 312
Get More from Photographs, 330
Give Advice to the Character, 240
Hold On to a Thought with a Symbol, 418
Identify Characters Using Pictures and Names, 207
Identify Internal and External Problems, 184
Identify Social Issues, 253
Identify Subtopics, 273
Identify Who’s Telling the Story, 208
Label a Theme (as a Concept/Idea), 249
Learn from Character Changes, 242
Let the Blurb Help You, 174
Lift a Line and Freewrite, 425
Look for a Pattern, 216
Look for Main Ideas in the Conclusion, 276
Look for Main Ideas in the Introduction, 275
Look for Symbolism in Setting, 262
Look to See If It’s Right There in the Sentence! 368
Look Up to Characters, 241
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Move from What You Know to What’s New, 302
Name the What and So What, 278
Notice How Characters Respond, 243
Notice If Problems Are Solved or Resolved, 186
Notice Interactions to Infer, 224
Notice What Repeats, 274
Notice When a Character Acts Out of Character, 221
Notice When Wise Characters Teach, 245
Organize Your Jots, 424
Pair the Text with Your Thinking, 423
Paraphrase Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 281
Pay Attention to “Aha Moments,” 244
Put On the Character’s Face, 212
React to What’s Unfair, 259
Read with a Sense of “Wow,” 301
Recognize Objects as Symbols, 260
Record Each Chapter’s Main Event, 183
REview with the Table of Contents, 336
Say More About Social Issues, and Take Action, 255
Say What’s Most Essential, 166
Shrink-a-Text, 284
Sketch Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 282
Study Talk and Actions as Windows into Traits and Feelings, 214
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 181
Summarize What’s Most Important, 187
Summarize with Explanations, 316
Summarize with “Uh-oh. . . UH-OH. . . Phew!” 180
Survey the Text, 280
Take Notes Based on Structure, 422
Take Notes to Remember Text Details, 419, 420
Tap into Title Power, 173
Think About the Moral of the Story, 239
Touch, Look, Retell, 165
Track Feelings as They Change, 217
Track the Problems as They Snowball, 185
Use Basic Story Archetypes to Think About Plot, 197
Use Story Elements to Identify Problem(s), 178
Use Two (or More!) Plot Mountains, 189
Write More by Breaking Down a Big Idea, 430
understanding characters, 201
understanding key details, 295
understanding plot and setting, 159
understanding text features, 319
understanding themes, 234
understanding topics/main idea(s), 268
understanding vocabulary and figurative language, 356
when writing about reading, 415
diagrams. See also Comprehending Text Features goal; visuals misinterpreting, 347 understanding, 347
dialogue for beginning readers/writers, 136 and comprehension, 152
dialog tags, 152 and imagining the speaker, 167 quotation marks, 151 and reading plays and scripts, 155
Diaz, Junot. See Islandborn (Diaz)
digital tools, 424
digraphs, 112, 114
Dillard, J. See J.D. and the Great Barber Battle
dimensions, 2D vs. 3D, 327
diphthongs, 114
directives, 24
distinguish Between Plot Events and Theme(s), 250
Distinguish Important from Interesting, 311
Dochy, F., 194
documentary textual features, 349
Doich, E. W., 141
Dorfman, M. H., 239
Drake, N. K., 9, 102–3, 119
Draw a Web to Find Relationships, 426
Draw from Your Symbol Bank, 261
Drum the Poem to Find the Rhythm, 143
Dual Coding Theory, 192
Dyamond Daniel series (Grimes)
different lessons in, 247
Rich, 173

E

Eats, Shoots & Leaves (Truss), 146
e-books, look-it-up feature, 376-77
effect/consequences, 428
Ehri, L. C., 92, 119
elaborating skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Draw a Web to Find Relationships, 426
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 401
Lift a Line and Freewrite, 425
Listen for Key Ideas, 402
Pair the Text with Your Thinking, 423
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
Take Risks with Maybe, 409
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
Write More by Breaking Down a Big Idea, 430
Writing About Reading goal, 415
effort (goal)
strategies
Extend the Line of Thinking, 427
Prompt Your Thinking with Transitions, 428
Write, Talk, Write, 429
ELA/Literacy Block, 3
Elephant and Piggy series, dialogue in, 136
embedded cognition, 328
em dashes, 147
Emergent Literacy and Language Development goal
book awareness and print concepts skills, 34
determining importance skill, 34
genre awareness, 34
importance, 32-34
inferring skill, 34
letter-sound knowledge skill, 34
self-monitoring skill, 34
skill progression, 37
strategies
Act It Out to Storytell It, 46
Back Up, Revise, 51
Connect Letters in the Book to Letters in the World, 53, 54
Connect Pages Like a Storyteller, 50
Connect the Information, 52
Express the Emotions, 45
Go Left to Right, Top to Bottom, 39
Match Letters and Sounds, 56
Match Letters as You Sing, 52
Notice, Think, Explain, 43
Notice the Type of Book to Decide How to Read It, 42
Find the Parts (with a Partner), 40
Pause, Look Around the Page, Think, 41
Pay Attention to the WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 49
Say a Few Details, 48
Sound Like a Storyteller, 44
Talk Like an Expert, 47
Trace and Compare the Letters (Uppercase Versus Lowercase), 55
synthesizing skills, 34
talking about books skill, 34
texts for, 35
emergent readers
capacity to identify emotions in picture books, 45
capabilities, 32-33
differentiating narrative from informational texts, 42
differentiation between plot events and theme(s), 250
engagement, 33
identifying strategies for, 34
independent learning, 33
modeling reading plays or scripts for, 155
phonemic awareness, 33
practice time, importance, 49
print awareness, 39-40
and prior knowledge, 48
reading materials, 35, 44
self-monitoring skill, 34, 43, 51
self-regulation skills, 43
value of acting out stories, 46
emotions, feelings
changing, of characters, 217
expressing, 45
and putting self in other’s shoes, 212
as response to informational texts, 290
teaching vocabulary associated with, 220
understanding mood, 380
and understanding others’ cultural perspectives, 211
and understanding the perspective of characters, 210-11
and well-written books, 241
Empathize to Understand Motivations, 218
emphasis skill
characteristics, 11
inferring meaning from context, 149
role in fluency, 127
strategies
emphasize skill, continued
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136
Attend to Extra Information:
Parentheses and Em Dashes, 147
Coach Your Partner’s Fluency, 135
Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157
Listen to Yourself, Catch the Choppiness, Reread, 137
Read with Emphasis: Bold, Italics, Underline, All Caps, 148
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149
Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150
Warm Up and Transfer, 134

Engagement and Motivation goal. See also independent learning definition of engagement, 58
deciding if right for a student, 60–61
empathizing with, 218
engagement defined, 58
engagement inventory, 60
and evaluating mentor texts, 20
factors that influence choices, 67
helping young readers understand, 224
identifying purpose for reading, 76
importance, 58
and the importance of book choice, 65
learning from experienced teachers, 242
and reader’s theater, 155
and reading materials, 62
Sample the Book, Then Decide, 70
skill progression, 63
skills associated with, overview, 59
“social influencers,” 68
strategies
Ask Questions as You Read, 88
Check the Book’s Readability, 71
Choose Your Reading Environment, 78
Consider Aspects of Your Identity to Help You Choose, 66
Consider Mind over Matter, 81
Find Your Next Great Read, 65
Find Your Topic Territories, 67
Fix the Fuzziness, 86
Get Focused with Questions Before You Read, 87
If It’s Not Working, Let It Go, 72
Look Ahead, Take Breaks, 80
Make Reading Resolutions, 74
Monitor and Adjust Your Pace, 90
Plan Ahead for Unexpected Reading, 77
Plan Goal-Focused Stopping Places, 75
Prepare to Purposefully Pause, 76
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
Read a Review to Help You Choose, 69
Read with a Purpose in Mind, 73
Reread and Jump Back In, 83
Restart Your Reading, 84
Retelling and Jump Back, 82
Seek Out Recommendations from Readers You Trust, 68
Vary the Length, Type, or Difficulty of Texts, 79
Visualize to Focus, 89
supporting students working on, 62
English language learners (ELLs)
boldface words, 333
modeling reading plays or scripts for, 155
overuse of dictionaries, 375
and spoken vs. written vowel sounds, 113
environmental issues
reading multiple texts about, 292
text set for, 309
Eppler, M. J., 426
Erdrich, L. See The Birchbark House (Erdich)
Esperanza Rising (Ryan), story elements, 178
Every Breath We Take: A Book About Air (Ajmera & Browning)
finding contradictions, 315
repetition in, 274
examples/supporting ideas, 428
exclamation mark, 144
exemplar charts, 25
explanation prompts, 400
explicit instruction
decoding skills, 105
for following procedures in, 313
and hyphenated line breaks, 123
in identifying key story elements, 166
and oral reading, 139
phoneme blending, 103
phonics, 110
prefixes and suffixes, 121
in quoted speech, 153
in self-questioning, value of, 88, 279
on symbols, 260
teaching strategies, 3
in text structure, 316
and theme analysis, 263
Explore Maps, 340
expository texts
breaking up of sentences in, 142
building knowledge for, 309
building vocabulary for, 378
and Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 270
differentiating from narrative texts, 42
evergent readers’ response to, 52
identifying important information, 311
identifying main idea(s), 284
key details vs. details, 294
labeled sections and subsections, 277
multiple main ideas, 267
multiple texts treating same topics, 291
overview, 17–20
overviews and introductions, 275–76
RAP strategy for, 281
reading aloud and sharing information, 47
reading with emphasis, 150
slowing down when reading, 281
subsections, identifying main ideas, 284
text structures
cause and effect, 285, 287
compare and contrast, 285, 288, 292
problem-solution, 285, 286
unfamiliar knowledge in, slowing down for, 303
use of details to develop ideas in, 317
and the value of text features, 325
vocabulary building, 378
expression skill  
characteristics, 11 
reading materials for supporting, 128 
role in fluency, 127 
strategies  
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136 
Attend to Extra Information: Parentheses and Em Dashes, 147 
Be Your Own Director with Plays and Scripts, 155 
Coach Your Partner’s Fluency, 135 
Let the Commas Be Your Guide, 146 
Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157 
Listen to Yourself, Catch the Choppiness, Reread, 137 
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 153 
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning and Genre, 154 
Mind the Ending Punctuation, 144 
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 152 
Read with Emphasis: Bold, Italics, Underline, All Caps, 148 
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149 
Reread for Fluency, 133 
Use a Character’s Voice for the Words Inside Quotation Marks, 151 
Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150 
Warm Up and Transfer, 134 
Express the Emotions, 45 
extended conversations, value, 407 
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407 
Extend Your Thinking, 427 
extrapulation/interpolation, 345 
eye movement analysis, 99 

F  
fables, morals in, 239 
fairy tales, common settings for, 262 
fantasy fiction  
as a genre, 177 
mapping strategy, 169 

Faruqi, Saadia, use of dialogue, 136. See also Yasmin the Builder (Faruqi) 
fast reading, fluent reading vs., 138 

Fauja Singh Keeps Going: The True Story of the Oldest Person to Ever Run a Marathon (Singh) 
Fauja’s desires in, 181 
Fauja’s responses in, 243 
title, 252 

feature articles 
and Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 270 
and understanding key details, 297 
feedback 
effective approaches, 22–23 
examples, 24 
and fluency teachers, 135 
feelings. See emotions, feelings 
fiction. See narrative texts 
figurative language. See also Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal 
picturing word meanings, 383 
types of, 382 
Find Complexity During Conflict(s), 222 
Find Contradictions, 315 
Find Different Lessons within a Series, 247 
Find Different Themes in Different Plotlines, 257 
Find a Good Pace: Fluent, Not Fast, 138 
Find Just the Information You Need, 337 
Find the Pauses in Poetry, 156 
Find the Problem by Focusing on Reactions, 179 
Find a Story’s Theme(s) by Focusing on Character, 251 
Find Theme Hints in Blurs, 248 
Find Theme Hints in Titles, 252 
Find Your Next Great Read, 65 
Find Your Topic Territories, 67 
Fit the Features and the Text Together, 352 
Fix the Fuzziness, 86 
Fix It by Checking Each Letter, 105 
Fix It by Tracking Word by Word, 106 
Flag Flashback(s) and/or Backstory, 188 
flashbacks, 188 
The Floating Field: How a Group of Thai Boys Built Their Own Soccer Field (Riley), 180, 251 

Florence, Michiki. See My Furry Foster Family series 
flowcharts, 341 

Fluency goal. See also independent reading 
and accuracy, 92 
and auditory feedback, 137 
components of fluency, 8, 108 
deciding if right for a student, 128–29 
and identifying meaningful phrases, 142 
importance, 126 
prosody and stress emphasis when reading silently, 139 
and reading as performance, 136 
reading materials for, 128 
and rhythm, 143 
and sight words, 93 
skill progression, 131 
skills associated with, 127 
and speech rhythm sensitivity, 157 

strategies  
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136 
Attend to Extra Information: Parentheses and Em Dashes, 147 
Be Your Own Director with Plays and Scripts, 155 
Coach Your Partner’s Fluency, 135 
Read in Your Head Like You Read Aloud, 139 
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 152 
Read to the End of the Line, 142
strategies, continued
Read with Emphasis: Bold, Italics, Underline, All Caps, 148
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149
Reread for Fluency, 133
Scoop Up Words to Read in Phrases, 140
Snap to the Next Line, 145
Use a Character’s Voice for the Words Inside Quotation Marks, 151
Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150
Warm Up with Phrases, 141
Warm Up and Transfer, 134
fluency phones, 137
fluency teachers, 135
The Fluent Reader: Oral and Silent Reading Strategies for Building Fluency, Word Recognition, and Comprehension, second edition (Rasinski), 133, 141

Follow the Details in Procedures and Lists, 313
Follow the Story’s Ups and Downs, 190
Form Genre-Based Expectations of the Plot, 177
Foster, E. O., 256
Frame Your Reading with a Question, 312
free verse, 156
freewriting, 425
Freire, P., 258
A Fresh Look at Phonics: Common Causes of Failure and 7 Ingredients for Success (Blevins, 2016), 120–21

Fresh Takes on Teaching Literary Elements: How to Teach What Really Matters About Character, Setting, Point of View, and Theme (Smith & Wilhelm), 196
Front Desk (Yang)
example conversation, 408
extending thinking about, 427
levels of setting in, 196
Mia’s changing character in, 221
repetitive character traits in, 216
setting, 191
social issues in, 253
tip jar, 260
unfair accusation in, 259
Fry’s phrases, 141

G
Gants, Jack. See Joey Pigza (Gants)
generalizable feedback, 23
genre awareness skill blurs as clue to genre, 174
early awareness of, 177
for emergent readers, 34
identifying genre, 177
strategies
Act It Out to Storytell It, 46
Connect Pages Like a Storyteller, 50
Connect the Information, 52
Express the Emotions, 45
Notice the Type of Book to Decide How to Read It, 42
Pause, Look Around the Page, Think, 41
Say a Few Details, 48
Sound Like a Storyteller, 44
Talk Like an Expert, 47
Get a Heads Up with Headings, 338
Get Focused with Questions Before You Read, 87
Get Help from Cognates, 374
Get More from Photographs, 330
“Ghost Partner” approach, 135
Gilbertson, N., 348
Give Advice to the Character, 240
The Giving Tree (Silverstein), allegorical figure in, 231
glossaries, 332–33
Glover, Matt, 33, 43–44, 51, 80, 198
Glynn, S. M., 307
goal-setting
and focus, 75
and strategy instruction, 6-7
Go Left to Right, Top to Bottom, 39
Go to Page One, Start at the Top, 31
Gordon-Harris, T. See Penguins (Arlon & Gordon-Harris)
Gough, P. B., 8
Go with the Flow(Chart), 341
Graesser, A. C., 227, 229
grapheme-phoneme knowledge decoding words using, 92
and impacts of graphemes within words, 123
importance for struggling readers, 101
graphs
graph comprehension, 345
summarizing information in, 345
Greenfield, Eloise, “Rope Rhyme,” 143
Grimes, J. E., 247
Grimes, N., 173

H
Hancock, M. R., 222
Hansen, J., 175
Harman, Alice. See Climate Change and How We’ll Fix It
Hartley, J. 276
headings
identifying main idea(s), 338
rephrasing as questions, 312
role in fluency, 313
unclear, figuring out, 339
Herman, P. A., 381
heroes, as archetypes, 230
Hiassen, Carl. See Hoot (Hiassen)
hierarchically organized texts, 338
Hierarchy of Reading Goals model (Serravello), 10
high-frequency words (snap words), knowing on sight, 93
historical fiction
and filling knowledge gaps, 194
as a genre, 177
historical contexts, 195
historical literacy, 196
mapping strategy, 169
history studies, and finding contradictions, 315
Hold On to a Thought with a Symbol, 418
home reading environments, 78
homonyms, 367
homophones, 363
Hoot (Hiassen), multiple plotlines in, 257
“How Are They Feeling” chart, 212
how-to texts, 1, 18–19, 270, 297, 320, 321
Hughes, Langston. See “April Rain Song” (Hughes)
Hutton, L., 348
hyphen, 382
hyphens, as line breaks, 123
hypothesizing, 175

I

I Am Reading: Nurturing Young Children’s Meaning Making and Joyful Engagement with Any Book (Collins & Glover), 39, 43–44, 51, 80, 198
ideas, writing down, 420–21
Identify Archetypes, 230
Identify Characters Using Pictures and Names, 207
Identify Internal and External Problems, 184
Identify Social Issues, 253
Identify Subtopics, 273
Identify Who’s Telling the Story, 208
identity, multiple aspects of, 258
idioms, 382
If It’s Not Working, Let It Go, 72
If You Slowed to Decode, Go Back over the Road, 108
images. See visual elements
imagination, imagining
and figurative language, 383
and picturing descriptions, 89
and verbal and nonverbal information, 192
implicit instruction, 123
importance, determining. See

determining importance skill
inclusivity, and evaluating mentor texts, 20
inconsistencies in characters, reconciling, 226
independent reading. See also Fluency goal
charts and tools supporting, 24
choosing books for, 70
and engagement, 33
and having books available, 77
and transitional chapter books, 176
value for emergent readers, 33
indexes, 337
inferring skill
characteristics, 11
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Themes goal, 234
Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 268
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
role in fluency, 127
strategies
Act It Out to Storytell It, 46
Add Text Clues and Background Knowledge to Get Ideas, 213
Add Up Details to Determine Main Idea, 283
Analyze Author Choices: Point of View and Perspective, 229
Analyze Character Relationships, 228
Analyze Historical Contexts, 195
Analyze Satire, 265
Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
Back Up, Revise, 51
Be Alert for Word Choice, 384
Be Aware When a Character Is Unaware, 227
Compare Characters, 219
Compare and Combine Main Ideas Across Texts, 292
Connect Texts to Texts to Find Lessons, 246
Consider Characters as Allegorical Figures, 231
Consider Characters’ Identities for Different Perspectives on Themes, 258
Consider Cohesion and Conjunctions, 370
Consider Conflicting Motivations, 223
Consider How the Setting Impacts the Character, 192
Consider the Importance of Setting to the Plot, 191
Consider Last Words, 256
Consider Levels of Setting: Micro-, Meso-, Macroenvironment Systems, 196
Consider Sentence Structure, 369
Consider Shifting Structures, 289
Consider Structure: Cause and Effect, 287
Consider Structure: Compare and Contrast, 288
Consider Structure: Problem/Solution, 286
Consider Structure to Find Main Idea(s), 285
Consider the Type of Figurative Knowledge, 382
Consider Topic-Specific Meanings, 367
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
Crack Open Crafty Headings, 339
Distinguish Between Plot Events and Theme(s), 250
Draw from Your Symbol Bank, 261
for emergent readers, 34
Empathize to Understand Motivations, 218
Express the Emotions, 45
Find a Story’s Theme(s) by Focusing on Character, 251
Find Different Lessons within a Series, 247
Find Different Themes in Different Plotlines, 257
Finding Complexity During Conflict(s), 222
Find Theme Hints in Blurb, 248
Find Theme Hints in Titles, 252
Flag Flashback(s) and/or Backstory, 188
Form Genre-Based Expectations of the Plot, 177
Get a Heads Up with Headings, 338
Get Help from Cognates, 374
Give Advice to the Character, 240
Identify Archetypes, 230
Insert a Synonym, 365
Label a Theme (as a Concept/Idea), 249
Learn from Character Changes, 242
Look Across Notes to Develop Theories, 225
Look for Analogies, 306
Look for a Pattern, 216
strategies, continued
Look for Comparatives and Superlatives, 308
Look for Symbolism in Setting, 262
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look for Word Part Clues: Roots and Bases, 373
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Look Up to Characters, 241
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 153
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Mine Your Memory, 364
Name the What and So What, 278
Notice, Think, Explain, 43
Notice How Characters Respond, 243
Notice Interactions to Infer, 224
Notice the What and How of Information, 290
Notice When a Character Acts Out of Character, 221
Notice When Wise Characters Teach, 245
Paraphrase Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 281
Pause, Look Around the Page, Think, 41
Pay Attention to “Aha Moments,” 244
Picture It, 383
Predict the Plot in a Series Book, 176
Preview, Then Predict, 175
Put On the Character’s Face, 212
React to What’s Unfair, 259
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149
Recognize Objects as Symbols, 260
Research and Recognize the Author’s Authority and Bias, 291
Role-Play to Understand Characters, 209
Say More, 254
Say More About Social Issues, and Take Action, 255
Say What’s in the Bubble, 210
See More Than One Side, 220
Shrink-a-Text, 284
Sketch Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 282
Sound Like a Storyteller, 44
Stick to Your Story, 381
Study Talk and Actions as Windows into Traits and Feelings, 214
Summarize What’s Most Important, 187
Take Time with Timelines, 344
Think About How the Character Is Feeling, 211
Think: Where Am I? 168
Track Feelings as They Change, 217
Use Individual Words to Figure Out Compound Words, 371
Use Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 380
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 366
and understanding plot and setting, 159
informal texts, 289
information books, 42, 48, 52
information categories, 52
information pictures, 320
informational picture books, 297
informational texts. See expository texts
Insert a Synonym, 365
inside flap, blurbs on, 174
Inside Information: Developing Powerful Readers and Writers of Informational Text Through Project-Based Instruction (Duke), 309
Inside Out and Back Again (Lai, 2011), 85
interest, individual vs. situational, 79
interest inventories, 60-61
internet, as source for background knowledge, 171
interpreting skill graphs, 345
and paying attention to symbols, 260
intratextual features, 349
introductions, 275
Invite Quieter Voices, 405
Islandborn (Díaz)
“Aha moment” in, 244
eexample freewriting from, 425
Lola’s desires, 182
matching voice with meaning, 154
symbolism of setting in, 262
italics, 148
Jacobs, J. E., 75
J.D. and the Great Barber Battle (Dillard), 208, 248
Jefferson, G., 396
Jenkins, Martin. See also Can We Save the Tiger? (Jenkins)
Can We Save the Tiger? 154
Jennings, T. C., 173. See also Definitely Dominguita: Knight of the Cape (Jennings)
Jewell, T. A., 408
Joey Pigza (Gantos), 189
Johnson, D. W., 180
Johnston, F. P., 113
Jones, W., 87
Jot, Follow, Fit, 396
Justice, L. M., 99
Kalman, Bobbie. See What Is a Primate? (Kalman)
Keating, J. See Pink Is for Blobfish (Keating)
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 401
Keep Your Eyes on the Words, 99
keeping conversating growing skill strategies
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
keeping conversation growing skill Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Ask Power Questions, 406
Choose from Your Talk Menu, 400
Consider the Other Hand, 412
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407
Move On to a New Idea, 408
Kendeou, P., 217
key details. See details, key
key ideas, listening and connecting, 402
key story elements, 166
key words, 288
Kintsch, W., 369
Know the Book’s Structure: One Story or Multiple Episodes? 172
knowledge, prior. See activating prior knowledge skill
Kucan, L., 342, 378
KWL strategies, 193

L
Label a Theme (as a Concept/Idea), 249
labels, 277
language comprehension, components, 8–9
Learn from Character Changes, 242
learning (dis)abled students
figurative language, 382
five-step self-questioning strategy for, 303
helping understand themes, 250
modeling reading plays or scripts for, 155
paraphrasing, 305
Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD), 84
shared conversations, 402
Learn More About the Setting, 171
Lehr, S. S., 249
Lesson Language section (strategy page), overview, 15
lessons, stating, 187
lessons learned by characters, understanding, 246
Letter Lessons and First Words: Phonics Foundations That Work (Mesmer), 123
letter sequences, 117
letter-sound knowledge skill
applying during both reading and writing, 103
and auditory feedback, 137
consonants, 111
for emergent readers, 34
length of time required to learn, 53
letter names vs. sounds, 104
strategies
Connect Letters in the Book to Letters in the World, 53, 54
Match Letters and Sounds, 56
Match Letters as You Sing, 52
Trace and Compare the Letters (Uppercase Versus Lowercase), 55
Let the Blurb Help You, 174
Let the Commas Be Your Guide, 146
Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157
library, classroom book choices for, 29
and making choices, 72
A Library Filled with Books and Protected Time for Children to Read, 29
Lift a Line and Freewrite, 425
Lin, Grace. See Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Lindstrom, C. See We Are Water Protectors (Lindstrom)
line breaks, 123, 142, 145
Lipson, M. Y., 76
list books, for emergent readers, 35
Listen and Connect, 395
Listen for Key Ideas, 402
listening
body language, 393
and planning responses, 396
Listen or Watch to Learn, 379
Listen to Yourself, Catch the Choppiness, Reread, 137
lists, following details in, 313
literacy learning. See also Fluency goal
approaches to promoting in young children, 41
and book selection, 72
and challenging oneself to exceed goals, 70
as a continuum, 33
and knowing “who am I as a reader?” 67
literature
common themes in, 249
recognizing literary traditions, 198
Little Killers: The Ferocious Lives of Puny Predators (Collard)
headings, 338
reading numbers in, 306
A Long Walk to Water (Park)
map at beginning of, 194
and Salva’s lack of awareness of crocodiles, 227
setting, 192
theme development in, 263
Look Across Notes to Develop Theories, 225
Look Ahead, Take Breaks, 80
Look for Analogies, 307
Look for a Pattern, 216
Look for Comparatives and Superlatives, 308
Look for Main Ideas in the Conclusion, 276
Look for Main Ideas in the Introduction, 275
Look to See If It’s Right There in the Sentence! 368
Look for Symbolism in Setting, 262
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look for Word Part Clues: Roots and Bases, 373
Look Up to Characters, 241
Lorch, R. F., 275, 276, 332
Lyons, K. S., 179. See also Ty’s Travels: Lab Magic (Lyons)

M
main idea(s)
adding up details to identify, 283
breaking down, when writing, 430
comparing to topics, 278
comparing/combining across texts, 292
headings as clue to, 338–39
identifying, 273
in introductions, 275
and key details, 294–95
paraphrasing, 310
in procedural texts, 313
scaffolding paraphrasing using, 305
in sidebars, 342
simple vs. complex, 267
sources of information about, 290
in the table of contents, 335
vs. topics, 267
understanding, importance, 267
using sketches to remember, 282
main problem
  blurb as clue to, 174
  resolution of, identifying, 172
main topics
  compared to main ideas, 279
  vs. simple main idea(s), 267
  topic-specific language, 367–68
  understanding, importance, 266–67
Make Reading Resolutions, 74
Make Way for Diamonded Daniel (Grimes), lessons in, 247
Make Your Voice Match the Feeling, 153
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning and Genre, 154
Making Sense of Phonics: The How’s and Whys, second edition (Beck & Beck), 101
management strategies, 2
Mandler, J. M, 180, 198
Mangalath, P., 369
Map It, 169
maps, 340
Match Letters and Sounds, 56
Match Letters as You Sing, 52
“maybe,” using in conversations, 409
McBride-Chang, C., 56
McCormick, S., 92
McGrew, S., 291
McIntyre, E., 78
McKeown, M. G., 378
McPherson, M. D., 190
meanings, multiple, 410–11
Medina, M. See Merci Suárez Changes Gears (Medina)
memories, linear, 188
mental organizers, 330
mental pictures. See visualizing skill
mentor texts, 20–21
Merci Suárez Changes Gears (Medina)
  “Aha moment” in, 244
  comparing Merci and Jordan in New Kid, 219
  comparing with New Kid, 264
  and conflict between internal thinking and actions, 226
  and Merci’s ignorance of Lolo’s Alzheimer’s, 227
  multiple plots and themes in, 257
  problems faced by, 184–85
  title, 252
messages, stating, 187
metacognition, 2, 75, 109, 283
metaphor, 382
Meyer, B. J., 285, 289, 326, 424
Miller, Donalyn, 77
mindless reading, 82
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Mind the Ending Punctuation, 144
Mine Your Memory, 364
misreadings, 51
modeling, demonstrating
  checking in with yourself, 107
  excitement, surprise when reading a text, 150
  fluent reading vs. fast reading, 138
  letter-sound correspondence, 103
  phrasing, 140
  reading plays and scripts, 155
  recommending books, 68
  for self-questioning, 88
  visualization and, 89, 167
  warming up, 134
Monitor and Adjust Your Pace, 90
Monitor for Clicks and Clunks, 304
Monitor for Sound-Alikes, 363
Mora, O. See Saturday; Thank You, Omu!
morality
  using to decode long words, 121
  and vocabulary, 372
motivation. See Engagement and Motivation goal
Move from What You Know to What’s New, 302
Move On to a New Idea, 408
multisyllabic words, 122
My Footprints (Phi), mood in, 380
My Furry Foster Family series (Florence), plot predictions, 176
My Papi Has a Motorcycle (Quintero)
  describing characters, 215
  expanding on themes in, 254
  summarizing plot, 166
mystery fiction, 177
Nagy, W. E., 381
Naiditch, F., 255
Name the What and So What, 278
Nano: The Spectacular Science of the Very (Very) Small (Wade)
notes for, organizing, 424
numbers in, 306
organizational structure/language, 277
reading with a sense of “wow,” 301
supplementary materials for, 349
text features, 325
topics and subtopics, 273
narrative cartography, 169
narrative texts
  causal networks, 185
  comprehending plot and setting, 158–59
  Comprehending Text Features goal, 320
  comprehending characters, 200–201
defined, 181
  and emotionally connecting with texts, 259
  fictional or biographical narratives, 161
overview, 17–20
problems in, 179
protagonist’s main goal, 182
recording important events, 183
typical plot structure, 172
understanding key details, 297
understanding plot and setting, 161
understanding structure, 172
narrators, 208, 229
National Reading Panel, Five Pillars, 9
Neumann, D., 348
Newbery Medal books, 241
New Kid (Craft)
  character actions, 214
  character relationships, 228
  comparing with Merci Suárez Changes Gears, 219, 264
  satiric cartoons in, 265
No More “Look Up the List” Vocabulary Instruction (Cobb & Blachowitz), 361, 374
nonfiction texts. See expository texts
No Pictures (Novak), 128
note taking skill
  deciding what to note, 421
  for remembering conversations, 394
  for remembering ideas, 396
note taking skill, continued
strategies
  Consider If an Idea Is Worth Writing Down, 421
  Pair the Text with Your Thinking, 423
  Take Notes Based on Structure, 422
  Take Notes to Remember Text Details, 419, 420
two-column approach, 423
Writing About Reading goal, 414–15
“not” family, prefixes, 372
Notice, Think, Explain, 43
Notice and Note: Strategies for Close Reading (Beers & Probst), 245
Notice How Characters Respond, 243
Notice If Problems Are Solved or Resolved, 186
Notice Interactions to Infer, 224
Notice the Type of Book to Decide How to Read It, 42
Notice the What and How of Information, 290
Notice What Repeats, 274
Notice When a Character Acts Out of Character, 221
Notice When Wise Characters Teach, 245
Novak, B. J. See No Pictures (Novak)
numbers
  slowing down to read, 306
  visualizing, 306
nursery rhymes, 157
Nye, Naomi Shihab, 156
Objects
  meaningful, identifying, 260
  O'Brien, E. J., 216
one-on-one instruction, 4
op-eds
  and Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 270
  and understanding key details, 297
“open” vs. “closed” approaches to reading, 78
opposition/contradiction, 428
oral reading
  benefits of for beginning readers, 139
  and comprehension, 90
Organize Your Jots, 424
organizing and categorizing notes skill strategies
  Draw a Web to Find Relationships, 426
  Organize Your Jots, 424
  Writing About Reading goal, 415. see also note taking skill
orthographic mapping
  consonants, 111
  and decoding, 355
  examples, 93
  importance for beginning readers, 100
Orwell, George. See Animal Farm (Orwell)
outlines, 336
outside reading opportunities, 77
P
phrasing skill
  characteristics, 11
  and fluency, 108
  role in fluency, 127
  and slowing down, 108
strategies
  Coach Your Partner’s Fluency, 135
  Drum the Poem to Find the Rhythm, 143
  Find a Good Pace: Fluent, Not Fast, 138
  Find the Pauses in Poetry, 156
  Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157
  Listen to Yourself, Catch the Choppiness, Reread, 137
  Make Your Voice Match the Meaning and Genre, 154
  Reread for Fluency, 133
  Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150
  Warm Up and Transfer, 134
  and varying reading pace, 138
Pair the Text with Your Thinking, 423
Palincsar, A. S., 342
Paraphrase Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 281
paraphrasing, 281, 305, 394
parentheses, 147
Paris, S. G., 75, 76
Park, Linda. See A Long Walk to Water (Park)
parsing skill, 11
participating in conversations, 405
partners
  coaching partner’s fluency, 135
  Find the Parts (with a Partner), 40
  and identifying main ideas in sections, 284
  planning for conversations, 403
parts of speech
  basic instruction in, 366
  using to identify unfamiliar words, 122
pattern recognition
  and identifying stress patterns, 122
  and vowels, 113
Pause, Look Around the Page, Think, 41
Paxton-Buursma, D., 402
Pay Attention to “Aha Moments,” 244
Pay Attention to the WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 49
Penguins (Arlon & Gordon-Harris), topic-specific language in, 368
Peracchi, K. A., 216
performance feedback, 135
period, 144
peritext, 349
Peskin, J., 261
Peterson, M. E., 430
Phillips, L. M., 218
Phone a Friend, 377
phonemic awareness
  emergent readers, 33
  importance, 93-94
phonics instruction
  applying to reading texts, 110
  importance, 93-94
  matching games, 105
phonological awareness
  long-term memory, 109
  predictors of, 56
  and rhythm, 143
photographs, illustrations. See also visuals
  approaches to viewing, 327-30
  captions, 330-31
phrasal reading, 140
phrase-cued text, 140
phrasing skill
  characteristics, 11
  role in fluency, 127
phrasing skill, continued

strategies
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136
Be Your Own Director with Plays and Scripts, 155
Coach Your Partner’s Fluency, 135
Drum the Poem to Find the Rhythm, 143
Find the Pauses in Poetry, 156
Let the Commas Be Your Guide, 146
Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157
Listen to Yourself, Catch the Choppiness, Reread, 137
Look Ahead, Take Breaks, 80
Make Reading Resolutions, 74
Plan Ahead for Unexpected Reading, 77
Plan Goal-Focused Stopping Places, 75
Prepare to Purposefully Pause, 76
PREview with the Table of Contents, 335
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
Read with a Purpose in Mind, 73
Scan and Plan, 325
Study Charts and Tables, 343
Vary the Length, Type, or Difficulty of Texts, 79

plays and scripts
for Fluency goal, 128
and learning about dialogue, 136
plot and setting. See Comprehending Plot and Setting goal

poetry and songs
finding the pauses in, 156
Fluency goal, 128
and rhyming words, 157
value of, as teaching tools, 156
pointing at words, 106
point of view
in narrators, recognizing, 229
teaching young readers about, 278
polysemous words, 367
Porcelli, Alison, 46, 209
postdiction, 186
Powell, R., 78
power questions, 406
A Practical Guide to Reciprocal Teaching (Lubliner), 364
practice time, importance, 49
Pratt, D., 408
pre-alphabetic readers, 32–33
predictions about texts, 87
Predict the Plot in a Series Book, 176
prefixes, 121, 372
Prepare to Purposefully Pause, 76
preparing for conversation skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Choose from Your Talk Menu, 400
Come Prepared to Talk, 399
Reflect and Set Goals for Conversation, 403
prereading protocols, 173

Preview, Then Predict, 175
Preview Important Words, 333
previewing texts
blurbs, 174
making predictions, 87
titles, 173
PREview with the Table of Contents, 335
primary sources, 348
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
print concepts. See also typography
bridging processes, 9-10
strategies
Find the Parts (with a Partner), 40
Go Left to Right, Top to Bottom, 39
uppercase vs. lowercase letters, 55
writing letters, 55
prior knowledge/experience, activating.
See activating prior knowledge skill
problem, central
and focusing on characters’ reactions, 179
identifying using story elements, 178
internal vs. external, 184-85
multidimensional problems, 180
problem-solution text structure, 285-86
solving or resolving, 186
summarizing strategies, 180
Probst, R. E., 245
procedural knowledge
components, 76
Comprehending Text Features goal, 320
following details in text, 313
procedural nonfiction, 270
strategies as, 1
and understanding key details, 297
process goals, 6
proficient readers, 146
progressions section (strategy pages), 15
prompts section component (strategy pages), 14, 42
Prompt Think with Transitions, 428
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
pronunciation
homophones, 363
and saying new words aloud, 362
when decoding multisyllabic words, 120

picture books
allegorical figure in, 231

and facial expressions, 153
information, and comprehending topics and main ideas, 270
informational, 35
and practicing retelling skills, 165
and teaching vocabulary to discuss characters, 220
Picture It, 383
picture walks, 280
Pilkey, Dav, 209
Pink Is for Blobfish (Keating), new vocabulary in, 334
Plan Ahead for Unexpected Reading, 77
Plan Goal-Focused Stopping Places, 75
plot and setting.
See Comprehending Plot and Setting goal
point of view
in narrators, recognizing, 229
teaching young readers about, 278
primary sources, 348
Problem-Solution Text Structure, 285-86
problem-solution text structure, 285-86
pointing at words, 106
postdiction, 186
Pratt, D., 408
pre-alphabetic readers, 32–33
predictions about texts, 87
Predict the Plot in a Series Book, 176
prefixes, 121, 372
Prepare to Purposefully Pause, 76
preparing for conversation skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Choose from Your Talk Menu, 400
Come Prepared to Talk, 399
Reflect and Set Goals for Conversation, 403
prereading protocols, 173

Preview, Then Predict, 175
Preview Important Words, 333
previewing texts
blurbs, 174
making predictions, 87
titles, 173
PREview with the Table of Contents, 335
primary sources, 348
Prime Yourself with Prior Knowledge, 85
print concepts. See also typography
bridging processes, 9-10
strategies
Find the Parts (with a Partner), 40
Go Left to Right, Top to Bottom, 39
uppercase vs. lowercase letters, 55
writing letters, 55
prior knowledge/experience, activating.
See activating prior knowledge skill
problem, central
and focusing on characters’ reactions, 179
identifying using story elements, 178
internal vs. external, 184-85
multidimensional problems, 180
problem-solution text structure, 285-86
solving or resolving, 186
summarizing strategies, 180
Probst, R. E., 245
procedural knowledge
components, 76
Comprehending Text Features goal, 320
following details in text, 313
procedural nonfiction, 270
strategies as, 1
and understanding key details, 297
process goals, 6
proficient readers, 146
progressions section (strategy pages), 15
prompts section component (strategy pages), 14, 42
Prompt Think with Transitions, 428
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
pronunciation
homophones, 363
and saying new words aloud, 362
when decoding multisyllabic words, 120

Index
prosody
- and auditory feedback, 137
- as a component of fluency, 108
- dialogue and comprehension, 152
- link with comprehension, 154
- and punctuation, 146

punctuation
- commas, 146
- em dashes and parentheses, 147
- endings, 144
- sentence endings, 144

pun, 382
Put On the Character’s Face, 212

Q

question-answer text structure, 285
questioning skill
- Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
- Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 268
- Conversation goal, 387
- and engagement, 59
- questions as feedback, 24
- question types, 406

strategies
- Ask Power Questions, 406
- Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
- Ask Questions as You Read, 88
- Challenge Ideas, 411
- Frame Your Reading with a Question, 312
- Get Focused with Questions
- Before You Read, 87
- Move from What Your Know to What’s New, 302
- Take Risks with Maybe, 409
- Try an Idea on for Size, 410

question mark, 144

A Quick Guide to Boosting English Language Acquisition in Choice Time, K-2 (Porcelli & Tyler), 46, 209
Quintero, I. See My Papi Has a Motorcycle

quotations marks, 151

R

Raphael, Solli, 157
Rapp, D. N., 217

RAP strategy, 281, 310
Raschka, Chris. See Yo! Yes? (Raschka)
Rashid, A., 253
Rasinski, Tim, 136, 139, 141
r-controlled vowels, 114
React to What’s Unfair, 259
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 305
readability, 70, 71
read-alouds, 220
Read a Review to Help You Choose, 69
reader’s notebooks, 282
reader’s theater, 128, 209
readers’ theater, 155
reading aloud
- attending to commas, 146
- dialog tags, 153
- and intonation, 150
- and matching voice to the kind of text, 154
- plays and scripts, 155
- and voice pitch and emphasis, 144
reading environments, 78
reading goals
- and asking quality questions, 87
- and creating a reading plan, 79
- making reading resolution, 74
- setting, 73
reading intervention, repeated, 134
Reading in the Wild (Miller), 77
reading journals, 425
reading materials. See also book choice skill
- Active View of Reading (Duke & Cartwright), 9
- becoming familiar with genres and text types, 17
- book reviews, sources, 69
- choosing, role of blurbs, 248
- Comprehending Characters goal, 202-203
- Comprehending Text Features goal, 320
- Comprehending Themes goal, 234-36
- Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 270
denser texts, 145
dialogue practice, 136
emergent readers, 35, 44, 55-56
factors that influence choices, 67
Fluency goal, 128
importance of book choice, 65, 99
for improving accuracy, 96
mentor texts, 20-21
modality, 62
narrative vs. expository texts, 17-20
phrase-cued texts, 140
and readability, 70
reference books, 375
and texts with different characteristics, 79
for understanding character’s feelings, 153
and understanding key details, 297
reading process goals, 6
Reading Rope Model (Scarborough), 10
reading speed, 90, 217
reading time, 29
- expanding, 77
- generating questions, 88
- importance, 90
practicing visualization, 89
reading volume and stamina, 77
Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades, second edition (Miller), 383
Read in Your Head Like You Read Aloud, 139
Read It How the Author Tells You (Tags), 152
Read to the End of the Line, 142
Read Up a Ladder, 378
Read with a Purpose in Mind, 73
Read with a Sense of “Wow,” 301
Read with Emphasis: Bold, Italics, Underline, All Caps, 148
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149
real-world connections. See also social issues
- identifying with main characters, 251
- including during book talk, 401
- recognizing familiar characters, 213
recalling, remembering information, 171, 180
Recognize Objects as Symbols, 260
Record Each Chapter’s Main Event, 183
recording important events in narratives, 183
redirection, 24
Reese, C., 404
Reflect and Set Goals for Conversation, 403
relationships
   among characters, and interactions, 228
identifying using webs, 426
Remember: Be Flexible with Vowels, 113
Remember: Consonant Pairs That Make One Sound, 112
Remember: Look for Two or Three Vowels Together, 116
Remember: Recognize Common Letter Sequences, 117
Remember: Try a Different Consonant Sound, 111
Remember: Try a Schwa, 115
Remember: Watch Out for Vowel Influencers, 114
repertoire charts, 26
repetition
   as a clue to character traits, 216
   as clue to topics and main ideas, 274
Reread and Jump Back In, 83
Reread for Fluency, 133
rereading
   and changing reading goals, 73
   and comprehension, 83-84
   Fix the Fuzziness, 86
   fluency and, 108, 133
   modeling, 107
   optimal frequency, 133
   reading as performance, 136
research
   Read, Cover, Remember, Retell strategy, 305
   Research and Recognize the Author’s Authority and Bias, 291
   and science-informed decisions, 15-16
Research Links section (strategy pages), 15-16
resolving vs. solving problems, 186
Restart Your Reading, 84
Retelling and Jump Back, 82
retelling skill
   focus on actions, 184
   focusing on the most essential aspects, 166
   simplifying plot structures, 180
   strategies
      Follow the Story’s Ups and Downs, 190
      Touch, Look, Retell, 165
   Say It Out Loud, 362
   Say the Sound, Not the Name, 104
   Say What’s in the Bubble, 210
   Say What’s Most Essential, 166
scaffolding
   for decoding words, 99
   goal-focused prompts, 75
   modeling reading plays or scripts for, 155
   for phoneme blending, 103
   and the physicality of books, 165
   for seeing plot connections, 185
   self-monitoring skill, 109
   summarizing plots, 182
   understanding symbols, 261
Scan and Plan, 325
Scan Before You Turn, 326
Scarborough, H. S., 8-10
Schegloff, E. A., 396
Schumaker, J. B., 281
schwa sound, 114-115
The Science of an Oil Spill (Wang)
   analogies in, 307
   authority and biases of the author, 291
   diagrams, 347
   identifying main idea(s), 283
   maps in, 340
   photographs in, bringing to life, 328
   problem/solution structure, 286
   reframing section headings as questions, 312
science teaching
   finding contradictions, 315
   scientific literacy, 317
Scoop Up Words to Read in Phrases, 140
The Secret of the Scuba Diving Spider (Rodriguez)
   main idea, 310
   parts of speech in, 366
   photographs in, 330
   shifting text structures in, 289
   table of contents, 336
   use of narrative, 277
seductive details, 311, 346
Seek Out Recommendations from Readers You Trust, 68
See More Than One Side, 220
segmented phonation, 102
Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction (Palmer & Wehmeyer), 403
self-monitoring skill and accuracy, 94
characteristics, 11
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
emergent readers, 34, 43, 51
and engagement, 59
older students, 86
and planning for conversations, 403
role in fluency, 127
self-questioning, 88, 279

strategies
Act It Out to Smooth It Out, 136
Ask: Where Do I Put the Stress? 122
Be Alert to Bold Words, 332
Be Word Conscious and Curious, 361
Check In with Yourself, Reread, Fix Up, 107
Check the Beginning, Middle, and End, 100
Check the Book’s Readability, 71
Check Yourself, 303
Consider Mind over Matter, 81
Consider Topic-Specific Meanings, 367
Find a Good Pace: Fluent, Not Fast, 138
Find the Pauses in Poetry, 156
Fix It by Checking Each Letter, 105
Fix It by Tracking Word by Word, 106
Fix the Fuzziness, 86
Follow the Details in Procedures and Lists, 313
Go with the Flow (Chart), 341
Identify Characters Using Pictures and Names, 207
Identify Who’s Telling the Story, 208
If It’s Not Working, Let It Go, 72
If You Slowed to Decode, Go Back over the Road, 108
Insert a Synonym, 365
Let the Rhyme Be Your Guide, 157
Listen to Yourself, Catch the Chopiness, Reread, 137
Look for Word Part Clues: Prefixes and Suffixes, 372
Look It Up Within an E-Book, 376
Make Your Voice Match the Meaning and Genre, 154
Mind the (Setting) Gaps, 193
Monitor and Adjust Your Pace, 90
Monitor for Clicks and Clunks, 304
Monitor for Sound-Alikes, 363
Move from What You Know to What’s New, 302
Phone a Friend, 377
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 305
Read with a Sense of “Wow,” 301
Read with Emphasis: Bold, Italics, Underline, All Caps, 148
Read with Emphasis: Infer from Context, 149
Read in Your Head Like You Read Aloud, 139
Reread and Jump Back In, 83
Reread for Fluency, 133
Restart Your Reading, 84
Retelling and Jump Back, 82
Sample the Book, Then Decide, 70
Say It Out Loud, 362
Scan Before You Turn, 326
Slow Down for Numbers, 306
Study Charts and Tables, 343
Use Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 380
Use a Reference and Explain It, 375
Use Text Features to Learn New Words, 334
Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150
Warm Up and Transfer, 134
Whoa, Slow, Go, 109
supporting, importance, 41
strategy vs., xii
skill progression, overview, 11–13. See also specific goals
Skills section (strategy pages), 14
slam poetry, 157
sliding through sounds, 103
Slow Down for Numbers, 306
slowing down and fluency, 138
and identifying the setting, 168
to read informational texts, 281, 326
to read numbers, 306
to read unfamiliar words, 118–119, 303
small-group instruction, 4
Snap to the Next Line, 145
A Social Interaction Model of Reading (Bruce), 208

Sensory Activation Model, 170
sentence starters, 24, 404
sequential blending, 101
sequentially organized text, 338
“serial abandoners,” 72
series books, 247
setting
finding symbolism in, 262
identifying, 168
importance to the plot, 191
Shades of Meaning: Comprehension and Interpretation in Middle School (Santman), 404
Shapes (Routner & Woodhull), looking at details, 48
Show You’re Listening, 393
Shrink-a-Text, 284
sidebars, 342
sight words, 92–93
silent e, 114
Silverstein, S. See The Giving Tree
The Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer), 8, 10
Singh, S. J. See Fauja Singh Keeps Going (Singh)
singing, music, 52. See also poetry
situation models, 89
Sketch Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 282
sketches, as memory boosters illustrative, 282
skill

determining importance, 41
strategy vs., xii

A Social Interaction Model of Reading (Bruce), 208

Index
social issues. See also activating prior knowledge skill; real-world connections
identifying, 253
and taking action, 255
social studies
charts and tables, 343
and finding contradictions, 315
SOI model (Mayer), 424
solving vs. resolving Problems, 186
Sona Sharma, Very Best Big Sister? (Sondar)
conflicts in, 222
ending, 256
feelings of characters in, 211
identifying the storyteller, 208
multidimensional characters in, 258
Sondar, C. See Sona Sharma, Very Best Big Sister? (Soundar)
songs, 156
Sound Like a Storyteller, 45
Spanish speakers, understanding cognates, 374
specific and relevant feedback, 22-23
speech bubbles, 168
speech rhythm sensibility, 157
spelling assessments/inventories, 95
Spelling K-8: Planning and Teaching (Snowball & Bolton), 372
spoken English, vowel sounds, 113
stamina skill
and engagement, 59
strategies
Choose Your Reading Environment, 78
Consider Mind over Matter, 81
Look Ahead, Take Breaks, 80
Reread and Jump Back In, 83
Retelling and Jump Back, 82
Vary the Length, Type, or Difficulty of Texts, 79
staying on topic skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Extend the Line of Thinking, 407
Jot, Follow, Fit, 396
Keep the Book in the Book Talk, 401
Listen and Connect, 395
Listen for Key Ideas, 402
Prompt Yourself with Sentence Starters, 404
Say Back What You Heard, 394
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
Stick to Your Story, 381
sticky notes
marking events in chapter books, 165
noting text details, 419
speech bubbles, 210
summary sketches, 282
story archetypes, 197
story diagrams, 256
story elements
identifying problem(s) using, 178
and shared “story grammar,” 178
story mountains
drawing, 190
example, 180
multiple plot lines, 189
Sona Sharma, Very Best Big Sister? 222
story schemata, 197
storytelling, 189
strategic thinking, 75
strategy instruction
as an approach, benefits, 287
determining appropriateness of, 34
frameworks for, 10
goal focus, 6-7
and nonlinear techniques, 188
numbers of strategies, reasons for, 5
research base for, xiii
skill progressions, 11
“strategy,” defined, 14
strategy page components, 13-14
strategy vs. skill, xii
types of strategies, 2
when to teach, 3
stress patterns, identifying, 122
structured interactions, 397
struggling readers
self-monitoring strategies, 81
value of readers’ theater, 155
Study Charts and Tables, 343
Study Talk and Actions as Windows into Traits and Feelings, 214
Study What Diagrams Show and Tell, 347
subtopics, 273
successive/cumulative blending, 101, 118
suffixes, 121, 372
Sulzby, Elizabeth, 33
summarizing skill
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
retelling skills vs., 82
rules for, 284
strategies
Ask: How Do I Know? 310
Caption It! 331
Consider Sidebars as Sections, 342
Explore Maps, 340
Read, Cover, Remember, Retell, 305
REview with the Table of Contents, 336
Say What’s Most Essential, 166
Study Charts and Tables, 343
Study What Diagrams Show and Tell, 347
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 181
Summarize with Explanations, 316
Summarize Information in Graphs, 345
Summarize with “Uh-oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew!” 180
Summarize What’s Most Important, 187
superlatives, 308
supplemental textual features, 349
supplementary materials, 349
surveys, written, 60
Survey the Text, 280
syllables, 120, 123
symbolism
and allegorical characters, 231
finding in settings, 262
objects as symbols, 260
symbol banks, 261
symbols for annotations, 418
synonyms, 365
synthesizing skill
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
Comprehending Themes goal, 234
Index

Employ skills, continued

Comprehending Topics and Main Ideas goal, 268
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language, 356
decoding multisyllabic words, 120
for emergent readers, 34
strategies
Add Up Details to Determine Main Idea, 283
Analyze Author Choices: Point of View and Perspective, 229
Analyze Character Relationships, 228
Analyze Satire, 265
Ask Questions, Form Main Ideas, 279
Be Alert to Bold Words, 332
Build Knowledge with a Text Set, 309
Caption It! 331
Clue In to Topic Sentences, 277
Compare Characters, 219
Compare and Combine Main Ideas Across Texts, 292
Connect Pages Like a Storyteller, 50
Connect Texts to Analyze Theme, 264
Connect the Information, 52
Consider Characters’ Identities for Different Perspectives on Themes, 258
Consider Conflicting Motivations, 223
Consider Last Words, 256
Consider Literary Traditions to Compare and Contrast Plots, 198
Consider Shifting Structures, 289
Consider Sidebars as Sections, 342
Consider Structure: Compare and Contrast, 288
Consider Structure: Problem/Solution, 286
Consider Structure to Find Main Idea(s), 285
Consider When Internal and External Are at Odds, 226
Considering Sentence Length, 348
Consider Symbolism in Setting, 262
Look Up to Characters, 241
Name the What and So What, 278
Notice How Characters Respond, 243
Notice If Problems Are Solved or Resolved, 186
Notice Interactions to Infer, 224
Notice the What and How of Information, 290
Notice What Repeats, 274
Notice When a Character Acts Out of Character, 221
Paraphrase Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 281
Pay Attention to the WHOLE and Teeny-Tiny Details, 49
React to What's Unfair, 259

Recognize Objects as Symbols, 260
Say More About Social Issues, and Take Action, 255
See More Than One Side, 220
Shrink-a-Text, 284
Study What Diagrams Show and Tell, 347
Summarize Based on What a Character Wants, 181
Summarize with Explanations, 316
Summarize Information in Graphs, 345
Summarize What's Most Important, 187
Summarize with “Somebody… Wanted… But… So…” 182
Summarize with “Uh-oh… Uh-OH… Phew!” 180
Survey the Text, 280
Take Time with Timelines, 344
Track Feelings as They Change, 217
Track the Problems as They Snowball, 185
Use Context to Understand Fact Lists, 346
Use Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 380
Use a Reference and Explain It, 375
Use Text Features to Learn New Words, 334
Types of Figurative Knowledge, 382
and understanding plot and setting, 159

synthesize skills
using visual elements for, 350
strategies
Consider Structure: Cause and Effect, 287
Distinguish Between Plot Events and Theme(s), 250
Preview Important Words, 333
Read Up a Ladder, 378
Say More, 254
Sketch Each Chunk, Then Put the Pieces Together, 282
Stick to Your Story, 381
Taberski, S., 153
tables, 343
tables of contents, 335
tags, dialogue, 152
Takahashi, T., 307
Take Notes Based on Structure, 422
Take Notes to Remember Text Details, 419, 420
Take Risks with *Maybe*, 409
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Meaning Chunks, 121
Take the Word Apart, Then Put It Back Together: Syllables, 120
Take Time with Timelines, 344
Take Turns Without Raising Hands, 398
taking turns during conversations, 398
*Talk About Understanding: Rethinking Classroom Talk to Enhance Comprehension* (Keene), 429
talking about books skill for emergent readers, 34
strategies
Act It Out to Storytell It, 46
Connect Pages Like a Storyteller, 50
Express the Emotions, 45
Notice, Think, Explain, 43
Say a Few Details, 48
Sound Like a Storyteller, 44
Talk Like an Expert, 47
teachers as facilitators, 408
Talk Like an Expert, 47
talk menus, 400
Tap into Title Power, 173
Taylor, B.M., 430
*Teaching Interpretation: Using Text-Based Evidence to Construct Meaning* (Cherry-Paul & Johansen), 195
Teaching Tips section (strategy pages), 15
Teale, William, 33
TELLS Fact or Fiction protocol, 173
test-taking, 81
Text Analysis Tool, 342
text features
bold text, 332
as clue to main idea(s), 280
headings, 338
importance of understanding, 318-19
indexes, 337
learning new words using, 334
line breaks, 123
maps, 340
photographs, 327-28
purpose of, analyzing, 351
reading text vs., 326
sidebars, 342
supplementary materials, 349
text feature walks, 280
timelines, 344
varieties of, 325
and well-organized texts, 339
text levels, and readability of reading materials, 71
text sets, using to build knowledge, 309
text structure
blurb as clue to, 174
connection to meaning, 285
shifting, 289
taking notes based on, 422
*Thank You, Omu!* (Mora)
admiring characters in, 241
personal memories evoked by, 213
plot events vs. themes, 250
themes
analyzing, difficulty of, 263
blurb as clue to, 174
characteristics of, 233
common, and identifying lessons learned, 246
common, in literature, 249
comparative analyses, 264
development of, 263
Dorfman’s model for understanding, 239
expanding on, 254
finding in book endings, 256
identifying, challenges, 187
identifying by focusing on character, 251
importance of understanding, 232-33
plot events vs., 250
predicting from blurbs, 248
social issues, 253
theme scheme questions, 254
theme schemes, 187
in titles, 252
theories, crafting, 225
“There Was No Wind” (Nye), 156
THIEVES strategy, 333
Think About How the Character Is Feeling, 211
Think About the Moral of the Story, 239
thinking flexibly skill
Conversation goal, 387
strategies
Challenge Ideas, 411
Consider the Other Hand, 412
Take Risks with *Maybe*, 409
Try an Idea on for Size, 410
Think: Where Am I? 168
Think: Who’s Speaking? 167
Thomas, J., 263
timelines, 344
timely feedback, 23
timers, 80
titles
of chapters, 312, 336
as clue to main idea(s), 252, 278
importance, 173
obscure or untitled chapters, 173
tone, 154
tone of voice, 398
tools, useful, examples, 25
topic sentences, 277
Touch, Look, Retell, 165
Trace and Compare the Letters (Uppercase Versus Lowercase), 55
Track Feelings as They Change, 217
tracking skill
and accuracy, 94
strategies
Fix It by Tracking Word by Word, 106
Keep Your Eyes and Mind in the Book, 99
Track the Problems as They Snowball, 185
transition words, 428
Trueman, M., 276
Truss, Lynn. *See Eats, Shoots & Leaves*
Try an Idea on for Size, 410
Tuinman, W. E., 8
Turn the 2D into 3D, 327
TWA intervention, 301
two-column note taking, 423
Tyler, C., 46, 209
typography. See also print concepts
relying on to understand text, 148
typographical cues, 332
typographical features, books with, 128
Ty’s Travels: Lab Magic (Lyons), 179

underlining, 148
unfamiliar words. See decoding skill; vocabulary development
Use Basic Story Archetypes to Think About Plot, 197
Use a Character’s Voice for the Words Inside Quotation Marks, 151
Use Context to Understand Fact Lists, 346
Use a Conversation Playing Board, 397
Use Individual Words to Figure Out Compound Words, 371
Use Mood as a Clue to Meaning, 380
Use Notes and Features to Prime and Deepen Knowledge, 194
Use Part of Speech as a Clue, 366
Use Story Elements to Identify Problem(s), 178
Use Text Features to Learn New Words, 334
Use “This Is Interesting” Voice, 150
Use Two (or More!) Plot Mountains, 189
Use Your Senses, 170
Vary the Length, Type, or Difficulty of Texts, 79
verbs, 122
Visualize to Focus, 89
visualizing skill
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning, 329
Comprehending Key Details goal, 295
Comprehending Text Features goal, 319
and engagement, 59
lines of thinking, 407
strategies
Bring Pictures to Life, 328
Consider How the Setting Impacts the Character, 192
Consider the Importance of Setting to the Plot, 191
Empathize to Understand Motivations, 218
Fix the Fuzziness, 86
Get More from Photographs, 330
Learn More About the Setting, 171
Look for Analogies, 307
Look for a Pattern, 308
Map It, 169
Picture It, 383
Role-Play to Understand Characters, 209
Say What’s in the Bubble, 210
Slow Down for Numbers, 306
Think About How the Character is Feeling, 211
Think: Where Am I? 168
Think: Who’s Speaking? 167
Turn the 2D into 3D, 327
Use Your Senses, 170
understanding plot and setting, 159
using senses for, 328

charts and tools, 24
as clue to main idea(s), 280
Comprehending Characters goal, 201
Comprehending Vocabulary and Figurative Language goal, 356
image orientation, 327
impact on comprehension, 350
misinterpreting, 347
photographs, 327-29
story mountains, 180
using to compare and contrast, 350
using to synthesize information, 350
Visuals section (strategy pages), 14
vocabulary development
audio/visual sources, 379
boldface words, 332-33
cognates, 374
conjunctions, 370
context, 381
dependent readers, 33
figurative language, 382
homophones, 363
importance, 354-55
look-it-up feature in e-books, 376
prefixes and suffixes, 372
Read Up a Ladder strategy, 378
relating mood and meaning, 380
remembering known words, 364
root words and base words, 373
synonyms, 365
text sets, 309
topic-specific language, 367
and understanding shifting text structures, 289
unfamiliar words, 362
using parts of speech for unknown words, 366
using references, 375
using sentence structure to decode, 369
vocabulary wall, 220
and word choice, 384
and word consciousness, 361
vowels, 113
combinations, 116
pronunciation differences, 113
in syllables, 120
trying different sounds for, 113
vowel influencers, 114
vowel teams, 114

Wang, A. See The Science of an Oil Spill (Wang)
warming up, 134
Warm Up and Transfer, 134
Warm Up with Phrases, 141
We Are Water Protectors (Lindstrom)
conversation example, 395
information about main idea in, 290
supplementary materials for, 349
Webb, N. M., 397, 400
Wells, T., 404
Wells-Joplin, R., 261
What Is a Primate? (Kalman),
synonyms in, 365
What Works Clearinghouse, 105
“When Young Readers Get Stuck” (Duke), 102-3
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon (Lin)
archetypal hero in, 230
allegorical figure in, 231
conflicting motivations in, 223
literary tradition underlying, 198
text-pairing with notes, 423
vocabulary challenges in, 364
wise characters in, 245
Whoa, Slow, Go, 109
whole-class instruction, 4
“why” questions, 406
Willems, Mo, website, 209. See also Elephant and Piggy series
Williams, J. P., 183, 187, 250, 254
Winograd, P., 283
Wixson, K. K., 76
Wong, B. Y. L., 87
Woodhull, Anne
“word,” as a concept, 106
wordless picture books
   for emergent readers, 44
   misreadings, 51
word lists
   evaluating accuracy skills using, 95
   Fry’s or Dolch’s phrases, 141
   and vowel combinations, 116
word-per-minute (WPM) assessments, 129
words
   identifying meaning from where the stress goes, 122
   long, familiar parts, 121
   matching games, 105
   multisyllabic, 120
   prefixes and suffixes, 121
   recognizing, 109
   recognizing meanings of, 92–93
   word choice, 384
   word consciousness, 361
   word frequency and distribution, 274
   word recognition, components, 8–9
Wright, T. S., 379
Write, Talk, Write, 429
Write It, Read It, 119
Write More by Breaking Down a Big Idea, 430
Writing About Reading goal
   and attending to each letter in a word, 119
   deciding if right for a student, 416
   importance, 414–15
   prompts for, 428
   reinforcing letter-sound correspondence, 53, 103
   skill progression, 417
   skills associated with, 415
   strategies
   Consider If an Idea Is Worth Writing Down, 421
   Draw a Web to Find Relationships, 426
   Extend the Line of Thinking, 427
   Hold On to a Thought with a Symbol, 418
   Lift a Line and Freewrite, 425
   Organize Your Jots, 424
   Pair the Text with Your Thinking, 423
   Prompt Your Thinking with Transitions, 428
   Take Notes Based on Structure, 422
   Take Notes to Remember Text Details, 419, 420
   Write, Talk, Write, 429
   Write More by Breaking Down a Big Idea, 430
   as thinking in action, 427
Y
Yang, G. L. See Front Desk (Yang)
Yang, Kelly. See American Born Chinese
Yasmin series (Faruqi), dialogue in, 136
Yasmin the Builder (Faruqi), identifying characters in, 207
Yo! Yes? (Raschka), typographical features, 128
Z
Zwiers, J., 407